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Transposable elements (TEs) are ubiquitous components of eukaryotic genomes that impact many aspects of genome function. TE detection in
genomic sequences is typically performed using similarity searches against a set of reference sequences built from previously identified TEs. Here,
we demonstrate that this process can be improved by designing reference sets that incorporate key aspects of the structure and evolution of TEs
and by combining these sets with Repbase Update (RU), which is composed mainly of consensus sequences. Using the Arabidopsis genome as a
test case, our approach leads to the detection of an extra 12.4% of TE sequences. These correspond to novel TE fragments as well as to the
extension of TE fragments already detected by RU. Significantly, we find that TE detection could be readily optimized using only two reference
sets, one containing true consensus sequences and the other mosaic sequences that capture the structural diversity of TE copies within a family.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Keywords: Transposable elements; Repbase Update; Genome annotation; Arabidopsis thalianaIntroduction
Virtually all prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes contain
transposable elements (TEs), and considerable bioinformatic
resources have been devoted to their detection in sequenced
genomes. This is especially true for eukaryotic genomes, many of
which are made up in large part of TEs and their relics. Until
recently, themainmotive behind these detection efforts has been to
“mask “ TEs and other repeat elements from the genome sequence
to facilitate gene annotation and because of the perceived limited
functional interest of TEs compared to genes. More prosaically,Abbreviations: TE, Transposable elements; RU, Repbase update; LTR, Long
terminal repeat; HMM, Hidden markov model; CI, Consistency index; MinGL,
Minimal gap length; MaxND, Maximal nucleotide density.
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doi:10.1016/j.ygeno.2008.01.005masking of TEs has also been prompted by the many difficulties
their functional analysis poses compared with that of unique
sequences. Thus, most functional studies carried out so far on the
mouse and human genomes have focused mainly on the small
percentage of exonic or proximal promoter sequences, and only
marginally on theN50%TE sequences they contain.However, it is
increasingly recognized that TEs, by their mere presence and the
type of controls they are subject to, most noticeably epigenetic
silencing, participate in shaping the functional genome. Indeed,
TEs can impact processes as diverse as gene expression,
alternative splicing, and homologous recombination, to name
but a few (for a review and recent examples, see [1–5]). Therefore,
the precise and comprehensive detection of TE sequences is a
prerequisite if one wants to understand fully how eukaryotic
genomes function.
The most sensitive methods used to detect TEs in sequenced
genomes rely on similarity search using sets of reference se-
quences derived from previously characterized TEs [6]. A com-
prehensive repository of TE reference sequences from diverse
eukaryotic organisms is available through the Repbase Update
database (RU; [7,8]). These reference sequences are routinely
used with RepeatMasker (http://www.reapeatmasker.org) or
468 N. Buisine et al. / Genomics 91 (2008) 467–475Censor [9] to detect andmask TEs from genome sequences.More
recently, approaches based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
trained with known TE sequences have also been implemented to
improve TE detection [10]. However these approaches are com-
putationally demanding and of limited practical use for routine
applications.
While it is obvious that the power of TE detection based on
similarity search is determined primarily by the set of reference
sequences used, there has been, however, no critical assessment
to date of how the design of reference sequences may affect TE
detection [11]. In fact, because RU sequences as well as their
RepeatMasker and Censor library derivatives do not originate
from one source, but rather have been built by different people,
each using different criteria, it is likely that they do not all
perform equally well when used to detect TEs in sequenced
genomes. For instance, a consensus sequence created from all
known copies of a TE family may differ substantially from one
derived from a subset of potentially active elements or from a
specific genomic sequence taken as a reference, and this may in
turn affect the outcome of the similarity search.
Here, we assess how different reference sequence designs may
impact TE detection, using the fully sequenced genome of the
flowering plant Arabidopsis as a test case. Three novel sets of TE
reference sequences were created, one that maximizes the coding
potential compared to RU, one that captures as much as possible
of the structural diversity that is typically found betweenmembers
of a given TE family, and one that combines both criteria. As
expected, these three novel sets performed differently from each
other and from RU in detecting TEs. Importantly, however, the
three novel sets were found to be complementary to RU, leading
to the identification of an extra 12.4% of TE sequences in the
Arabidopsis genome. These results demonstrate that the power
of TE detection based on similarity search can be significantly
increased by combining consensus-based reference sequences
with additional sets of reference sequences designed to reflect
specific aspects of TE structure and evolution.
Results
Rationale for designing new TE reference sequence sets
TE families are often predominantly composed of truncated
copies and relics. Some truncated copies are nonautonomous, that
is, they have lost their coding potential, but have retained their
ability to be mobilized in trans, using factors encoded by related
elements. These nonautonomous copies may reach high copy
number, as is the case for many MITE subfamilies (see for
instance [12,13]). Unlike truncated copies, relics show substantial
sequence divergence from related autonomous elements and
typically cannot be mobilized anymore in cis or in trans. These
relics often make up most of a given TE family [14–20]. In this
context, it is not clear whether reference sequences built from
autonomous TEs, which are often found in RU, are best suited to
detect the whole repertoire of TE sequences that belong to a given
family. Instead, it would appear that TE detection based on
similarity search could benefit from the development of multiple
reference sets specifically designed to take into account either thecoding potential or the structural diversity of TE copies within a
family.
The Arabidopsis genome as a test case
The fully sequenced genome of the flowering plant Arabi-
dopsis thaliana (Columbia accession) was chosen as a test case to
assess the impact of alternative reference sequence designs on TE
detection. There were 326 Arabidopsis TE reference sequences
deposited in RU at the start of this project (see Materials and
methods), and close examination revealed remarkable differe-
nces in their design. For instance, the reference sequences of
VANDAL1, TA12, and HELITRONY3 as well as many others
contain numerous degenerate bases and are probably derived
from a large number of divergent genomic sequences. This stands
in sharp contrast to other reference sequences (e.g., ATMU11,
ATCOPIA29, VANDAL4, ATGP9) that are devoid of degenerate
bases and are therefore likely derived from a more homogeneous
subset of genomic sequences. Furthermore, there are two refer-
ence sequences, TAG1 and TAG2,which correspond to individual
autonomous copies present in the Landsberg erecta accession, but
for which no autonomous copy exists in the sequenced accession
Columbia. A slightlymodified version of RU and a TE annotation
pipeline originally developed for the Drosophila melanogaster
genome [6], see Materials and methods) were used in a first pass
to identify as many TE fragments as possible within the Arabi-
dopsis genome (seeMaterials and methods). A total of 22,086 TE
fragments were identified in this way, covering 20,438,901 bp, or
approximately 17% of the Arabidopsis genome. Individual frag-
ments were then alignedwith the correspondingRU sequence, and
pairwise alignments were stacked to get a comprehensive master–
slave multiple alignment for each TE family (see Materials and
methods). These multiple alignments were used to create three
new reference sets, as described below.
A set of TE reference sequences with maximized coding
potential
A first set, called “Optimized Coding” (OptCoding), was
aimed at maximizing the coding potential of reference sequences.
This set was not expected to lead to the detection of extra TE
copies compared toRUbut rather to the extension, at least in some
instances, of TE sequences that are detected by RU. Reading
frames within RU sequences were detected using FGENESH (see
Materials and methods). Overall, there are 128 RU sequences
with premature stop codons or frameshifts, 83 with intact reading
frames, and 115 with no coding potential. Coding optimization
concerned therefore only 128 RU sequences. For each premature
stop codon, the multiple alignment was searched for genomic
sequences that do not contain it, and the longest uninterrupted
reading framewas used to replace the corresponding region of the
RU sequence. This automated procedure stopped when there was
no more stop codon left in the original RU sequence or when no
genomic sequence could correct the remaining stop codons. The
same procedure was subsequently applied to the correction of
frameshifts, which may result from short (1–5 bp) deletions or
insertions within exons. The genomic sequence carrying the
Fig. 1. Overview of the coding optimization algorithm. (a) TE reference
sequences with optimized coding potential are constructed starting with the RU
sequence. (b) A master–slave multiple alignment of genomic sequences is used
to replace stop codons and frameshifts present in RU. For each premature stop
codon (star), the longest available uninterrupted coding frame is taken from the
genomic set (G2) to replace the equivalent region in RU. This process is
reiterated (G4) until the reference sequence contains no more premature stop
codons or there is no more genomic sequence left. The same algorithm is then
applied for the correction of frameshifts. (c) In the resulting sequence, the coding
potential of the reference sequence has been restored, based on true genomic
sequences. Open boxes represent reading frames.
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replace the corresponding region of the RU sequence. The
automated procedure was finally used to fuse exons that are
separated by less than 10 bp. This latter step is important because
prediction softwares frequently split exons when they contain
premature stop codons. However, “spacers” were fused to the
flanking exons only if they did not introduce new stop codons into
the fused exonic sequence. For each correction event, the
proportion of sequences supporting the correction in the aligned
genomic sequences was calculated to give a consistency index
(CI). At the end of the process, corrected sequenceswere therefore
made up of fragments of RU as well as individual genomic
sequences with few or no premature stop codons and frameshifts
and thus could differ significantly from the corresponding RU
sequence in some instances.
The 128 RU sequences that were considered for coding
optimization have between 1 and 29 stop codons, and 75 of these
also have one to six frameshifts. Overall, our correction procedure
affected 92 (71.9%) of the 128 RU sequences and led to the
removal of 269 of 574 premature stop codons (46.9%, Supple-
mentary Tables 1 and 2), as well as 42 of 169 frameshifts (24.9%,
Supplementary Tables 3 and 4). The consistency index for
premature stop codon correction varied widely between
sequences, ranging from 0.04 for ATLINE1_2 and ATLANTYS2
to 0.92 for ATGP10 (Supplementary Table 1). This index also
varied along a givenOptCoding sequence, beingmost variable for
those OptCoding sequences with the highest number of genomic
copies. For instance, RU ATLINE1_6 is represented by over 100
copies in the genome and contains 4 premature stop codons that
were all corrected, with CIs ranging from 0.28 to 0.62. In contrast
to corrected premature stop codons, corrected frameshifts are
usually not well supported (average CI=0.13). They can also be
highly variable within TE families. Thus, while one of the four
frameshifts corrected in OptCoding ATHILA3 is well supported
(position 2876, CI=0.54), the other three are not (CIb0.06).
Although someof theCIs associatedwith corrected frameshifts
may correspond to programmed frameshifts in LTR retroelements,
close examination of correction events indicates that this is rarely
the case. For example, although the RU ATCOPIA12 sequence
contains one frameshift at the typical location for a programmed
frameshift, it is corrected by the three full-length ATCOPIA12
copies that are found in the genome and is thus unlikely to
correspond to a programmed frameshift. In fact, programmed
frameshifts were found in less than 50% of Arabidopsis LTR
retroelements (data not shown).
Most corrections events concerned RU sequences with one or
two premature stop codons only, and OptCoding reference se-
quences deviate therefore onlymarginally from the corresponding
RU sequence. Given the mosaic nature of the corrected sequence,
however (Fig. 1), substantial divergence from RU was observed
in some instances (Supplementary Table 5).
A set of reference sequences incorporating the structural
diversity of TE copies
A second set, called “Maximized Size” (MaxSize), was aimed
at incorporating into reference sequences as much as possible ofthe structural diversity that often exists between members of a
given TE family. Since no attention is paid to the coding potential,
this set concerns all types of TEs, coding and noncoding. Starting
with the largest genomic sequence, gaps were sequentially filled
with segments of other genomic sequences, choosing at each step
the segment that maximized the number of nucleotides added.
The process stopped when the entire length of the multiple
alignment was covered (see Materials and methods and Fig. 2).
Thus, MaxSize sequences are chimeras made up entirely of
genomic segments.
While the number of genomic segments used to construct
MaxSize sequences varied considerably, from 1 to 43 (average 5),
only a small fraction of the total number of genomic sequences
present in the multiple alignment were usually incorporated into
MaxSize (Fig. 2). On average,MaxSize sequences diverge by 6%
from the corresponding RU sequences, though great disparities
were observed (Supplementary Table 5). Thus, while RU and
MaxSize ATHATN9 are almost identical (2-bp difference),
MaxSize and RU ATLINE1_2 are 40% divergent. In the first
case (ATHATN9), 16 copies are present in the genome, ofwhich 8
are full length and highly similar (N95% identity), whereas in the
second case (ATLINE1_2), there are 69 copies, of which 3 are
Fig. 2. Overview of the size maximization algorithm. (a) TE reference sequences that reflect the structural diversity of TE families are constructed from genomic sequences
detected with RU that may contain internal duplications and insertions. (b) Complex duplication patterns can result from the nested insertion of two or more TE copies.
(c) Themaster–slavemultiple alignment is used to build a chimeric reference sequence that ismade upof the longest segments of genomic sequences.No attention is given to
the coding potential and the reconstructed sequence may have altered coding frames. Numbers indicate the order in which segments of genomic sequences are integrated in
the reconstructed sequence, starting with the longest genomic sequence (G2 here). Internal duplications and insertions in genomic sequences (arrows) can lead to the
reconstruction of artificially long reference sequences. Note that in this example, the reconstructed MaxSize sequence is twice as long as the corresponding RU sequence.
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MaxSize sequences are significantly longer (N10%, and up to
600% in the most extreme cases) than their RU counterpart
(Supplementary Table 6 and Supplementary Fig. 1), as expected
from the construction process of MaxSize, which favors the
incorporation of internal duplications into the final sequence
(Fig. 2). On the other hand, MaxSize sequences of MITEs are
usually not significantly larger than their RU counterpart de-
spite extensive sequence divergence in some instances (see
BRODYAGA1A, Supplementary Fig. 1), thus confirming the
structural homogeneity that characterizes this type of element
[21]. Unlike with OptCoding, no prediction could be easily made
as to how MaxSize would differ form RU in TE detection (see
below).A set of reference sequences maximizing coding potential and
incorporating structural diversity of TE copies
The OptCoding and MaxSize sets described above have
extreme and opposite designs. The third set, called “Optimized”
(Opt), is intermediate and was obtained by creating chimeras
composed of the coding sequences of OptCoding and the
noncoding sequences of MaxSize. Opt and MaxSize reference
sequences of noncoding TE families are therefore identical.
TE detection using the three novel sets of reference sequences
To compare the performance of the OptCoding, MaxSize,
and Opt sets relative to RU, we first used RepeatMasker (see
471N. Buisine et al. / Genomics 91 (2008) 467–475Materials and methods), with a conservative procedure to filter
out false positives. Briefly, RepeatMasker was run on a ran-
domized genome sequence shuffled by dinucleotides, and the
highest score obtained for each reference sequence was used to
filter out all hits with lower scores in the true genome (see
Materials and methods). The numbers of TE fragments and TE
nucleotides detected were remarkably similar overall, ranging
from 28,992 (MaxSize) to 29,778 (Opt) and from 16,595,613
(MaxSize) to 17,034,358 (RU), respectively. However, no single
reference set could capture the total number of TE fragments or
TE sequences detected overall (see Fig. 3 for examples).
As expected, MaxSize gave results that differed the most from
RU. Thus, 824 TE fragments (covering 79,701 bp) were detected
by MaxSize specifically, and another 6240 were extended (for a
total of 128,787 bp) (Fig. 4, Table 1, Supplementary Table 7).
However, additional detection by MaxSize was not always
associated with high sequence divergence from RU (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 2). For example, despite a low divergence with RU
(~2%), MaxSize ATREP3 allowed the detection of an additional
8443 bp. On the other hand, the highly divergent (~32%)MaxSize
ATCOPIA89 yielded only an extra 753 bp compared to RU
(Supplementary Table 7). Similarly,MaxSize reference sequences
much larger than their RU counterpart did not always detect
additional sequences (Supplementary Fig. 3). For instance,
MaxSize ARNOLDY2, which is 6.7 times larger than the
corresponding RU reference sequence, had almost no impact on
TE detection, unlike MaxSize ATMU6 N1, which is only 1.4
times larger than RU ATMU6N1 (Supplementary Fig. 3).
Additional detection by MaxSize was counterbalanced by TE
fragment loss and shortening compared to RU. Thus, 13,469 TE
fragments were shortened by MaxSize (total loss of 368,743 bp),
and 2489 TE fragments (totaling 278,416 bp) were not detected
altogether.
OptCoding and RU also differed in their performance,
although to a much lesser extent than MaxSize and RU: 80 TE
fragments (totaling 9257 bp) were detected with OptCoding but
not RU, and another 327 TE fragments (totaling 14,946 bp)
were extended by OptCoding relative to RU (see Materials and
methods). Conversely, 35 TE fragments (totaling 4819 bp) were
detected with RU but not OptCoding, and 374 TE fragmentsFig. 3. Examples of TE detection with RU and the three novel sets of reference sequen
MaxSize (and Opt) identifies as being interrupted by an ATLINEIII fragment. (b) The
is shown at the bottom.were shortened by OptCoding (total loss of 31,789 bp) relative
to RU. Predictably, the most divergent (N25% divergence)
OptCoding and RU reference sequences produced the most
distinct results (Table 2, Supplementary Table 7).
The Opt set, which is a composite of OptCoding andMaxSize,
gave results that are intermediate between those obtained with
these two last reference sets (Table 3, Supplementary Table 7).
Opt allowed the detection of 960 new TE fragments (covering
90,299 bp) and the extension of 4608 RU-detected TE fragments
(covering 116,222 bp). While MaxSize and Opt gave almost
identical results for noncoding TEs (with few small differences
caused by border effects, seeMaterials and methods), this was not
always the case for TEs with coding potential (Supplementary
Table 7). For example, MaxSize and Opt TAT1_ATH differ
substantially form each other and as a result performed differently
with respect to RU (data not shown). In some cases, this led to a
significant improvement of TE detection, with near-additive
results (e.g., Opt ATLINE1_6, Supplementary Table 7). Com-
pared to MaxSize, Opt failed to identify a slightly larger fraction
of TE sequences that were detected by RU, with 12,044 TE
fragments being shorter than their RU counterpart (total loss
of 444,512 bp) and 2787 TE fragments (384,178 bp) not being
detected at all.
Combining multiple reference sequence sets to improve TE
detection
The performance of the three reference sets suggests that when
combined with RU, they should significantly improve TE
detection. To test this, a low threshold search with RepeatMasker
(score cutoff 200) was first performed, with RU alone. This led to
the detection of 17 Mb of TE sequences, which, according to the
RepeatMasker documentation (www.repeatmasker.org), should
include many false positives because of the low cutoff used. In
contrast, a modified version of the REPET pipeline, which com-
bines multiple evidence and which was set with a conservative
filter ([6]; see Materials and methods), detected 21 Mb of TE
sequences with RU alone, indicating a higher sensitivity and
specificity than RepeatMasker. Remarkably, using this pipeline
and RU in combination with our three additional sets of referenceces. (a) Unlike RU, OptCoding recognizes a single ARNOLD3 fragment, which
HELITRONY1A is detected only by MaxSize and Opt. The resulting annotation
Fig. 4. GBrowse view of TE sequences detected with RU andMaxSize. (a) Extension and defragmentation of ATREP3, in which the two TE fragments detected by RU
are reunited into a single TE fragment by MaxSize. (b) Defragmentation and refragmentation leading to continuous ATLINE1_6 fragments along the genome, as well
as detection of new TE fragments (ATREP15, HELITRONY3). In the final TE annotation, the ATLINE1_6 fragments are reconstituted into a single TE copy.
(c) Extension and defragmentation of ATLINE1_6. AT-rich TE sequences, initially detected as ATMUN1 and ATMUNX1 fragments with RU, are in fact part of a larger
ATREP11 that is detected by MaxSize. (d) Extension and defragmentation of TA11. Genes are shown in yellow, ATREP3 in orange, ATLINE1_6 in blue, ATREP15 in
red, ATREP11 in cyan, HELITRONY3 in magenta, ATMUN1 in pink, ATMUNX1 in purple, TA11 in green, ATLINE1A in gray, and RP1_AT in light green.
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sequences, which represents an increase of 3.4% in TE fragments
and 12.4% in TE sequences compared to those obtained with RU
alone (http://urgi.versailles.inra.fr). Of note, results from our
improved detection pipeline indicate that at least 692 (2.6%) of
the 26,819 protein coding genes and 2420 (62.2%) of the 3889
pseudogenes annotated in the Arabidopsis genome (TAIR release
7) are in fact TEs, as these are composed mostly (N90%) of TEsequences (Supplementary Table 8; H. Quesneville, N. Buisine,
and V. Colot, manuscript in preparation).
Discussion
We have shown that the Arabidopsis section of RU, ~50% of
which is composed of consensus sequences (Supplementary
Table 5), is the most sensitive set of reference sequences among
Table 1
Best examples of reference sequences for which the MaxSize version leads to
the detection of additional TE fragments (“New TE fragments”) compared to RU
(“TE fragments”)
TE family TE fragments New TE fragments TE crumbs
ATDNAI27T9C 143 72 21
ATCOPIA68 61 53 6
ATMU6N1 32 18 6
TA1-2 15 10 2
ATGP9LTR 17 8 8
ATCOPIA89 9 4 5
ATSINE2A 17 4 7
ATCOPIA17 13 3 4
ATCOPIA22 13 3 6
The number of extended TE fragments is also shown in each case (“TE crumbs”).
See Supplementary Table 7 for the full data set.
Table 3
Best examples of reference sequences for which the Opt version leads to the
detection of additional TE fragments (“New TE fragments”) compared to RU
(“TE fragments”)
TE family TE fragments New TE fragments TE crumbs
ATDNAI27T9C 135 69 19
ATCOPIA68 41 31 4
ATMU6N1 32 18 6
ATREP2 43 14 7
ATGP9LTR 16 8 4
ATCOPIA17 3 4 3
TA1-2 7 3 3
ATCOPIA65A 9 3 0
ATCOPIA73 12 1 1
The number of extended TE fragments is also shown in each case (“TE crumbs”).
See Supplementary Table 7 for the full data set.
473N. Buisine et al. / Genomics 91 (2008) 467–475several tested for TE detection by similarity search. One might
therefore want to improve further the performance of RU by
building a TE reference set that is composed entirely of con-
sensus sequences. These could be readily derived from the same
master–slave alignment that was used to build the additional
reference sets tested in this work. Nonetheless, our results also
indicate that the use of additional reference sets composed
mainly of mosaics of existing genomic sequences provides a
means by which to increase the sensitivity of TE detection
beyond that afforded by RU alone, without compromising
specificity. The Arabidopsis genome is relatively TE-poor, and
the approach proposed here should therefore have an even
stronger impact when applied to TE-rich genomes such as those
of mammals and many plant species.
Position-specific scoring matrices and profile HMMs built
from multiple alignments have also been used to detect TE
sequences [10], but they can suffer from the same reconstruction
bias as RU. Methods based on other HMMs or word counting
algorithms have been developed for the de novo detection of TEs
[6,14]. However, these methods are usually much less sensitive
than detection methods based on similarity search and are there-
fore likely tomiss highly divergent and fragmentedTE sequences.
The building of OptCoding, MaxSize, and Opt reference
sequence sets does not constitute a computational bottleneck.
Indeed, depending on the number of genomic sequencesTable 2
Best examples of reference sequences for which the OptCoding version leads to
the detection of additional TE fragments (“New TE fragments”) compared to RU
(“TE fragments”)
TE family TE fragments New TE fragments TE crumbs
ATCOPIA57 53 13 4
ATLINE1_6 185 12 60
ATCOPIA34 26 2 2
TA12 5 1 1
ATCOPIA8B 15 1 0
ATHAT3 23 1 0
ATCOPIA75 25 1 0
ATCOPIA27 26 1 0
ATHILA7A 27 1 1
The number of extended TE fragments is also shown in each case (“TE crumbs”).
See Supplementary Table 7 for the full data set.provided and the number of correction steps required, running
time is typically between 1 and 60 s per TE family when using a
desktop Linux workstation (with 2×2.5-MHz processors and 2
Go RAM). However, the use of additional reference sequence
sets implies running the similarity search multiple times, which
increases the overall computational load. Still, this approach is
less computationally demanding than alternative methods, such
as HMM profiles. HMMER has been found to perform well for
the detection of small TE sequences (b1 kb), but since com-
puting time increases dramatically with sequence size, it cannot
be used for larger sequences [10]. Furthermore, HMMER does
not analyze the two DNA strands simultaneously. In the case of
large and/or TE-rich genomes, computing time could become
an issue. Thus, if only one additional set of reference sequences
were to be used with RU, this should be the MaxSize set, as it is
particularly efficient at detecting highly divergent copies.
The functional content of TE sequences is notoriously difficult
to annotate since TEs often accumulate inactivating indels/
mutations in their coding regions, which leads to them being often
missed by gene prediction softwares. As a result, structural and
functional features of TE sequences are usually ignored in genome
annotation. At best, a distinction is made between the terminal
repeats of LTR-containing retrotransposons andDNA transposons
and their internal parts. Our approach provides, however, a means
by which structural as well as functional annotation of TEs could
be achieved readily. In particular, the coding optimization proce-
dure is expected to correct at least some missense mutations in
addition to the premature stop codons that may be present within a
consensus, as it selects at every correction step the genomic
sequence with the longest uninterrupted coding frame. Thus, Opt
may be preferred over MaxSize to enable detailed annotation of
TE fragments, with the aim of analyzing the functional interplay
between TEs and other components of the genome.
Materials and Methods
RU reference sequences
RU reference sequences were obtained from the A. thaliana RepeatMasker
repeat library (version 9.02), from http://repeatmasker.org. This library differs
from the official Repbase Update library by a single 238-bp addition of noncoding
sequences at the 3′ end of the ATIS112 reference sequence. We used this library
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ATSINE1 and ATSINE3 (RathE1_cons, RathE2_cons, J. M. Deragon, personal
communication) and the consensus sequence of a new SINE family (RathE3_-
cons). Altogether, this library contains 318 TE families (158 class I, 126 class II,
and 33 class III) and 8 satellite sequences, among which 161 correspond to bona
fide consensus sequences (Supplementary Table 5). The full-length sequence of
LTR retrotransposons were reconstructed from the sequence file of their LTR and
their internal part. The functional content of eachRU sequencewas predicted using
FGENESH (http://sun1.softberry.com/berry.phtml?topic=fgenesh&group=pro-
grams&subgroup=gfind) trained with Arabidopsis sequences and manually
curated. This led to the removal of 17 falsely predicted short exons (1–5 bp),
over a total 1213 predicted exons. Therefore, this manual step could easily be
omitted and is not expected to have a significant impact on the results.
Initial detection of TEs
TE genomic sequences were first detected using RU reference sequences
with the RMBLR procedure of the TE annotation pipeline [6]. This procedure,
which combines hits from Blaster and RepeatMasker, has a higher sensitivity
than any of these softwares alone. In addition, TE fragments resulting from
nested TE insertions were rejoined if the inserted region was mostly (N80%)
made up of other TE sequences or if the fragments to be rejoined were less than
5 kb apart on the reference sequence. Simple repeats were detected using Tandem
Repeat Finder [22]. These were used to filter out spurious hits. All TE se-
quences (excluding simple repeat regions) less than 20 bp were discarded.
Comparison of TE sequences detected with the new sets and with RU
These comparisons are based on results obtained with RepeatMasker (“-
cutoff 200 -w -s -gccalc -nolow -no_is”). Overlapping annotations were resolved
by reducing the length of those having the lowest score, to the benefit of those
with the highest score. Data were filtered out based on the statistical filter
described under Results and below, and only TE sequences that are at least 20 bp
long and with a score of at least 270 were kept. Individual TE fragments detected
with each set (query set) were then compared to those detected with the other sets
(subject sets). TE sequences specifically detected with any set belong to two
classes, namely “new TE fragments” or “TE crumbs.” We defined a “new TE
fragment” as a TE fragment detected with the query set and undetected in its
entirety with the subject set. A “crumb” corresponds to the extension a TE
fragment specifically detected with the query set. Reference sequences that are
identical between two sets may lead to results that differ slightly in some
instances. This effect is always marginal and is a consequence of slight
differences in hit scores between sets.
Final TE sequence detection
Comparison of the performance of the novel reference sets with RU was
carried out using another modification of the TE annotation pipeline, which now
includes the Censor search engine and a conservative statistical filter (H.
Quesneville et al., manuscript in preparation). All programs were run with
sensitive parameters (RepeatMasker “-cutoff 200 -w -s -gccalc -nolow -no_is”;
Censor “-s -ns”; Blaster “-W -S4”). The statistical filter of the pipeline is
extremely conservative and favors specificity at the cost of a lower sensitivity.
This filter proceeds in two steps: first, it determines the maximal score of false
positives by running the pipeline on a shuffled genomic sequence; second, any
TE annotation with a score less than the maximal score of false positive is
discarded.
These changes resulted in the detection of an extra ~11,000 TE fragments
and ~400 kb of TE sequences with RU compared to the initial detection that was
performed with this reference set at the start of the project.
Reconstruction algorithms
Initial data
The various scripts require a RU sequence, a multiple alignment of individual
genomic copies with the RU sequence, and an annotation file that describes coding
regions. The alignment we used is based on the 50 longest sequences that wereidentified through a first run of TEdetection (the RMBLRprocedure of theREPET
pipeline). Quality of the multiple alignment is a critical parameter that can
profoundly affect the outcome of the reconstruction algorithms. Thus, a high-
quality master–slave multiple alignment was obtained, as follows. The GAP
program was used to produce pairwise alignments of RU sequence with each
genomic copy. In the second step, the aligned genomic copies were stacked, and
gaps were adjusted to produce the multiple alignment. Sequences were stored
locally in FASTA format. Annotations are provided in a tabulated text file with the
fields: repeat name, feature type, feature name, exon coordinates, and strand.Given
that annotations are required only for coding optimization, only “CDS” features are
taken into account. Exon start and stop positions are given in a “start..stop” format,
and locations of individual exons are separated by a comma (e.g.,
1755..2876,2878..3411,3413..4741,4744..4908). Depending on whether the cod-
ing frames are located on the forward or reverse strand, the field “strand” is set to 1
or -1, respectively. Coding sequences were identified based on their compositional
bias with the FGENESH software and are susceptible to containing premature stop
codons.
OptCoding reconstruction
The coding optimization procedure is composed of several scripts, each
dedicated to a particular task (removal of ambiguous residues, correction of
premature stop codons and frameshifts, fusion of closely spaced coding frames).
First, each ambiguous nucleotide found in the RU sequence is replaced with the
prevalent nucleotide found at this position in the multiple alignment. This step is
followed by the correction of premature stop codons and frameshifts. To this end,
each annotated coding frame is scanned for premature stop codons in the RU
sequence. For each premature stop codon, the genomic sequences covering the
exon are realigned with MUSCLE 3.4 using default parameters. This step is
important as it may locally improve the multiple alignment. Sense codons are then
searched at this position among the genomic sequences of the multiple alignment.
The longest uninterrupted coding sequence that contains this sense codon is then
remapped onto the original alignment and used to replace the corresponding region
of the RU sequence. Care is taken that no new stop codons or frameshifts are
introduced as a result of this replacement. The algorithm stops when there are no
more stop codons left in the original RU sequence or when no genomic sequence
can correct the stop codons. Frameshifts and exons that are separated by less than
10 bp are corrected in a similar manner. Finally, the annotation file is updated to
account for these changes. Each part of the coding optimization procedure can be
run independently, for example, if one wants to skip the correction of ambiguous
residues (in the case of reference sequences devoid of them) or correct premature
stop codons but not frameshifts.
MaxSize reconstruction
The MaxSize construction algorithm builds chimeras made up of the longest
genomic sequences by successively identifying gaps introduced in the RU
sequence as a result of the multiple alignment and replacing each gap as well as
the surrounding sequences by the longest genomic sequence that spans the gap
(Fig. 2; see below for the gap parameters). As a result, a chimera is obtained that
covers the multiple alignment over its entire length with a succession of genomic
sequences.
Low-complexity regions are usually highly variable, which often results in
alignments with multiple small gaps and short sequence patches. To limit this
problem, clusters of small gaps were considered as a single gap when the
following conditions were fulfilled. First, their combined length must be larger
than an arbitrarily defined minimal gap length (MinGL). Second the total
number of nucleotides present between individual gaps divided by the length of
the single gap under consideration must be less than an arbitrarily defined value,
termed the maximal nucleotide density (MaxND).
In some cases, such as with HELITRONs and VANDALs, reducing MinGL
(b2) or increasing MaxND (N0.8) leads to particularly long reconstructed
sequences (up to six times longer), which are mostly composed of tandem
duplications. This reflects the difficulty in aligning genomic sequences that differ
by large insertions. The empirical choice of parameters MinGL=20 and
MaxND=0.1 tends to limit this problem.
Opt reconstruction
The Opt construction algorithm benefits from the fact that the OptCoding and
MaxSize construction algorithms rely on the same multiple alignment and that,
475N. Buisine et al. / Genomics 91 (2008) 467–475consequently, RU, OptCoding, and MaxSize sequences are already aligned. The
coordinates of each coding frame in OptCoding are then easily remapped on the
MaxSize sequence. The Opt sequence is then built simply by swapping regions
betweenOptCoding andMaxSize sequence, taking the coding regions ofOptCoding
and MaxSize sequences otherwise. The whole procedure (the construction of the
OptCoding,MaxSize, andOpt sets) has been encapsulated in a master python script.
Sequence alignments
Sequence alignments were performed using MUSCLE 3.4 [23] and verified
using SeaView [24] and Jalview [25].Note added in proof
Our TE annotation of the Arabidopsis genome can now
be visualized at http://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/ or http://www.
arabidopsis.org/cgi-bin/gbrowse/arabidopsis/.
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